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Measurements on a single quantum system at different times reveal rich non-classical correlations
similar to those observed in spatially separated multi-partite systems. Here we introduce a theory
framework that unifies the description of temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal resources for quan-
tum correlations. We identify, and experimentally demonstrate simple cases where an exact mapping
between the domains is possible. We then identify correlation resources in arbitrary situations, where
not all spatial quantum states correspond to a process and not all temporal measurements have a
spatial analogue. These results provide a starting point for the systematic exploration of multi-point
temporal correlations as a powerful resource for quantum information processing.
Quantum correlations are typically revealed when two
(or more) parties perform local measurements on spa-
tially separated quantum systems. However, a simi-
larly rich structure of correlations appears for temporally
separated measurements on a single quantum system.
Temporal quantum correlations were first discussed by
Leggett and Garg, who showed that two sequential quan-
tum measurements on a macroscopic system can reveal
correlations stronger than those allowed under the classi-
cal assumptions of macroscopic realism and measurement
non-invasiveness [1]. Leggett-Garg inequalities have been
tested for microscopic systems [2–5] and more recently
for a superconducting flux quantum bit approaching the
required complexity for macroscopic realism [6].
Temporal correlations have since been identified as a
resource for quantum information tasks [7, 8] and con-
tinue to be explored for foundational questions [9, 10]
including in hybrid spatio-temporal inequalities [11, 12].
Although they share many features with spatial corre-
lations, there are significant differences, both qualita-
tive, e.g. the violation of monogamy of entanglement [7],
and quantitative, e.g. Hardy’s paradox is stronger in
time [13]. This raises the question about the precise re-
lationship of these two scenarios.
Here we introduce a unified treatment of spatial and
temporal resources for quantum correlations, clarifying
the relationship between spatially separated quantum
states, temporal quantum processes, and measurements
in the two domains. We show that there are spatial quan-
tum states that cannot be identified with temporal pro-
cesses, and temporal measurements that do not have a
spatial analogue, see Fig. 1. We then describe the re-
sources for quantum correlations in the two domains and
discuss when a one-to-one mapping exists. We explore
this experimentally in a tripartite spatio-temporal sce-
nario that mirrors spatial Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger-
(GHZ) entanglement. Finally, we propose a general no
fine-tuning criterion to understand how spatial or tem-
poral quantum resources outperform classical resources
with the same no-signalling relations. Using this crite-
rion we rule out non-fine-tuned hidden-variable models
for our experimental spatio-temporal correlations by vi-
olating a Svetlichny inequality.
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FIG. 1. Spatial vs. temporal quantum correlations.
Spatial quantum correlations are revealed by local measure-
ments EA and EB on spatially separated quantum systems,
whereas temporal correlations are observed between subse-
quent measurements MAIAO and MBIBO on the same sys-
tem. The solid arrows indicate that every spatial measure-
ment has a temporal analogue, while the converse is not true
in general (dashed arrow). Since temporal measurements
must specify the post-measurement state, we compare them
to spatial measurements of systems of double the dimension
of the temporal counterpart (cf. the double solid lines). The
resource (red shading) generating the observed spatial corre-
lations is the initial quantum state ρ, whereas in the temporal
case it is the quantum process W . Solid (dashed) arrows in-
dicate that every W can be mapped to a ρ but not vice versa.
Background— We start with Alice and Bob, who
each perform one of two measurements X and Y on in-
dividual quantum systems, respectively, and obtain ±1-
valued outcomes A and B. For space-like separated par-
ties, all correlations between A and B that can be ex-
plained by classical cause-effect relations must satisfy the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) [14] inequality,
Sabchsh = 〈A0B0〉 − 〈A0B1〉+ 〈A1B0〉+ 〈A1B1〉 ≤ 2, (1)
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2where 〈AxBy〉 =
∑
a,b abP (a, b|x, y) denotes the joint
expectation value for Alice’s and Bob’s measurements
choice x and y, respectively. Correlations obtained from
measurements on entangled quantum states can violate
inequality (1) up to Schsh = 2
√
2 [15]. By imposing real-
ism and no-signaling in time instead of realism and local
causality [7, 16], one can derive a CHSH inequality for
temporally separated measurements on the same quan-
tum system. A violation of this inequality, demonstrated
experimentally in [13], indicates the presence of entangle-
ment in time. Its precise relationship to the usual notion
of entanglement, however, remains a matter of debate.
Theoretical framework— To address this question, we
now introduce a unifying framework for temporal and
spatial resources for quantum correlations, where a re-
source is understood as a physical system or device that
can be accessed to extract correlations, Fig. 2. There
are several formally equivalent frameworks for studying
temporal processes and multipartite states on an equal
footing, such as quantum channels with memory [18],
quantum strategies [19], quantum combs [19–22], the
two-state vector formalism [23–26], the “general bound-
ary” formalism [27], operational open dynamics [28, 29],
and quantum causal models [30, 31]. We will use the se-
mantics and conventions of the “process matrix” formal-
ism [32–34], since it allows a clean distinction between
resources and operations.
The starting point for our framework is that a lo-
cal operation in a temporal scenario is described us-
ing two Hilbert spaces: the input space AI , represent-
ing the system before the measurement, and its output
space AO thereafter [55]. A general measurement is de-
scribed as an instrument [35]: a collection of completely-
positive (CP) trace non-increasing maps, {Ma|x}a, with
Ma|x : AI 7→ AO, where x labels the measurement set-
ting and a the outcome, such that
∑
aMa|x is completely
positive and trace preserving (CPTP). State preparations
and final measurements (after which the system is dis-
carded) are recovered as special cases with trivial (i.e.,
one-dimensional) input and output spaces, for which CP
maps reduce to density matrices and Positive Operator
Valued Measures (POVMs), respectively.
Using the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [36, 37], we
describe local measurements for a party A as matrices
MAIAOa|x on the space AI ⊗AO. The correspondence with
the CP map representation is given by
MAIAOa|x :=
∑
jl
|j〉〈l|AI ⊗ [Ma|x (|l〉〈j|)]ATO , (2)
where T denotes transposition in the chosen basis. Com-
plete positivity of the map on the right is equivalent
to positive semi-definiteness of the operator on the left.
The most general resource for quantum correlations be-
tween parties A,B, . . . is represented by a process matrix
WAIAOBIBO... on the tensor product of input and output
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FIG. 2. Spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal corre-
lations. (a) In the temporal scenario, Alice and Bob mea-
sure the same quantum system at different times. (b) In
the traditional spatial scenario, Alice and Bob perform lo-
cal measurements on parts of a shared quantum system. (c)
In a general scenario, there may be multiple parties, Alice,
Bob, Charlie, etc. who perform temporally and spatially sep-
arate measurements in a quantum network. (d) A simple
experiment with two interacting quantum systems already ex-
hibits all three forms of correlations. Pairs of single photons
are generated via spontaneous parametric downconversion in
a fs-pumped β-Barium-borate (BBO) crystal. The polariza-
tion state of the system photon is prepared by Alice using a
half-waveplate (HWP), quarter-waveplate (QWP) and Glan-
Taylor polarizer (GT). The ancilla photon is entangled non-
deterministically to the system via two-photon interference
in a partially-polarizing beam splitter (PPBS) [17]. Finally
Bob and Charlie measure the states of system and ancilla,
using a HWP, QWP and GT, before detecting their photons
with avalanche photodiodes (APD). In this experiment, Alice
and Bob observe temporal correlations on the system qubit;
Bob and Charlie observe spatial correlations between the final
measurements; and taking into account all three parties, we
observe spatio-temporal correlations (dotted line).
spaces [20, 32]. Correlations associated with arbitrary in-
struments are then given by the generalised Born rule:
P (a, b, . . . |x, y, . . . )
= tr
[(
MAIAOa|x ⊗MBIBOb|y . . .
)
·WAIAOBIBO...
]
. (3)
This definition subsumes purely spatial resources, which
correspond to the special case where all output spaces
are trivial. An instrument then reduces to a POVM,
namely to a set {Ea|x}a of positive operators such that∑
aEa|x = 1, and the process matrix reduces to a density
matrix describing a quantum state. A simple example of
a temporal resource, on the other hand, is a quantum
channel from A to B, corresponding to a scenario where
A (B) has only a non-trivial output (input). Its process-
matrix representation is given by the transpose of Eq. (2):
TAOBI =
∑
jl
|j〉〈l|AO ⊗ T (|j〉〈l|)BI . (4)
The condition that T is CPTP is equivalent to TAOBI ≥
0 and trBI TAOBI = 1AO . More general spatio-temporal
resources are described by process matrices where multi-
ple parties can have non-trivial input and output spaces.
3The correspondence of Eq. (3) with the usual Born rule
allows us to compare temporal and spatial quantum cor-
relations by mapping processes to states, and CP maps
to POVM elements—assuming the dimensions of the sub-
systems in the two scenarios match. Crucially, temporal
measurements are described by two Hilbert spaces: in-
put and output. Therefore, the dimension of the cor-
responding subsystem in a spatial scenario should equal
the product of input and output dimensions in the tem-
poral case. For example, a temporal measurement of a
qubit is mapped to a spatial measurement of a four-level
system in general. (Recall, however, that temporal mea-
surements include preparations and final measurements
as particular cases, for which input and, respectively, out-
put dimension is 1.) Such a mapping between an output
in the temporal and an input in the spatial scenario can
be interpreted as a time reversal operation [38], although
our analysis does not rely on this interpretation. We
summarise the relations between spatial and temporal
quantum correlations as follows:
(i) To every temporal process W corresponds a state
ρ ≡ W/ trW ; however, there are states that do not
have a corresponding process.
(ii) To every spatial POVM {Ea}a ⊂ A ∼= AI⊗AO cor-
responds a temporal instrument, given by the CP
maps MAIAOa ≡ EAIAOa /dAO , where dAO is the di-
mension of the output space AO; however, there are
instruments that do not correspond to any POVM.
Relation (i) arises because all positive semi-definite,
normalised density matrices represent a valid quantum
state, whereas process matrices have to satisfy additional
conditions [20, 32], e.g. that quantum channels are trace
preserving. Relation (ii) follows because, in the Choi rep-
resentation, CP maps for an instrument sum to a CPTP
map, trAO
∑
aM
AIAO
a = 1
AI , while POVM elements
must satisfy the stronger requirement
∑
aE
A
a = 1
A.
Resources— We now use this framework to study
spatial and temporal resources, and the operations used
to access them. Specifically, we are interested in re-
sources that generate non-trivial statistics (such as corre-
lations) and thus restrict operations to those that do not
introduce non-trivial statistics on their own. Such op-
erations must be uncorrelated (represented in the prod-
uct form of Eq. (3)) and must not introduce “bias”, i.e.
cannot deterministically transform a maximally-mixed
state into a non-maximally-mixed state. Formally, an in-
strument
{Ma|x}a with input (output) dimensions dAI
(dAO ) must hence satisfy∑
a
Ma|x
(
1AI
dAI
)
=
1AO
dAO
. (5)
In the Choi representation, this condition reads
trAI
∑
aM
AIAO
a|x =
dAI
dAO
1AO . The deterministic prepa-
ration of a non-maximally-mixed state would violate this
condition and should be understood as a resource, rather
than an operation. Conversely, it is easy to verify that
projective measurements satisfy Eq. (5).
Given the introduced notion of a general quantum re-
source for generating non-trivial statistics, we now de-
fine a criterion to fairly compare quantum and clas-
sical resources, independently of their spatial or tem-
poral nature. A general principle advocated for Bell-
nonlocality [39], non-contextuality [40], and to probe
temporal nonclassicality [41], is “no fine-tuning”: all
causal links should manifest in corresponding correla-
tions. Based on this principle, we formulate the following
criterion: Given a quantum (or classical) resource such
that, for all free (uncorrelated and unbiased) operations,
the generated correlations are no-signalling among cer-
tain sets of parties, it should be compared with a clas-
sical (or quantum) resource with the same no-signalling
constraints. For details on the definition of classical re-
sources and free operations, see Appendix. Since we con-
sider possible signalling relations directly instead of re-
ferring to an underlying causal structure, our criterion
differs from no-fine-tuning assumptions in causal mod-
elling [42].
The simplest example— As a first use case for our
framework we now study the simplest instance where
temporal correlations arise, which we show to be an inter-
esting special case. Alice and Bob perform temporally-
separated measurements on a maximally mixed qubit
1AI
2 , which undergoes trivial evolution between the mea-
surements, see Fig. 2a, as described by the process matrix
WAIAOBI =
1AI
2
⊗ [[1]]AOBI ,
[[1]]XY :=
∑
jl
|j〉〈l|X ⊗ |j〉〈l|Y . (6)
The spatial and temporal measurements in this exam-
ple can be readily identified: For the measurement at B,
the output is discarded, and an instrument with trivial
output space is a POVM. For A, an instrument applied
on the maximally mixed state is equivalent to one with
trivial input, ρAOa|x := trAI M
AIAO
a|x /2, corresponding to
the preparation of state
(
ρAOa|x
)T
/ tr ρAOa|x with probabil-
ity P (a|x) = tr ρAOa|x . The no-bias condition (5) implies∑
a ρ
AO
a|x = 1
AO/2, irrespective of the measurement basis.
Therefore, A’s instrument can be seen as the temporal
correspondent of the spatial POVM Ea|x = 2ρa|x. Hence,
since all instruments reduce to POVMs, the implication
in (ii) goes both ways: for every temporal measurement
there is a spatial measurement and vice versa.
This implies that the correlations Alice and Bob can
generate in this temporal scenario are fully equivalent to
those obtained in a spatial scenario, where they perform
4separate measurements on the two-qubit state
|Φ+〉AB = 1√
d
∑
j
|j〉A ⊗ |j〉B . (7)
This does not imply that the temporal scenario can
reproduce the statistics of any two-qubit state—for
example, a pure product state has no correspond-
ing temporal process—see (i). A striking conse-
quence, however, is that any joint statistics obtained
by A and B in the temporal scenario, P (a, b|x, y) =
tr
[(
MAIAOa|x ⊗ EBIb|y
)
·WAIAOBI
]
, allow neither sig-
nalling from A to B nor from B to A, as long as
the parties do not have access to additional resources
(such as a non-maximally-mixed initial state). There-
fore, the above process should be compared to classi-
cal resources that do not allow signalling either. This
leads to models satisfying “realism” and “no signalling in
time” [7], which together imply the usual Bell factori-
sation: P (a, b|x, y) = ∑λ P (a|x, λ)P (b|y, λ)P (λ), as we
prove in the Appendix. We thus recover full symmetry
between the bipartite spatial and temporal scenarios: in
both cases, classical correlations cannot violate CHSH
inequalities, while quantum correlations can saturate the
quantum bound.
Experimental spatio-temporal correlations— Moving
beyond the simplest instance, we now apply our frame-
work to hybrid spatio-temporal scenarios. Consider the
tri-partite scenario in Fig. 2. A measurement is per-
formed on a system qubit which then interacts with a
meter qubit followed by spatial measurements on both
qubits. Again, A and B measure the system qubit before
and after the interaction, respectively. The measurement
setting of C, which is temporally separated from A but
spatially separated from B, equates to the basis choice
for the meter measurement. As before, we discard A’s
input system and describe this scenario with a process
matrix acting on A’s output and B and C’s input spaces.
We find that this scenario is fully equivalent to a spatial
GHZ-state |GHZ〉 = 1√
2
(|000〉+ |111〉), see Appendix for
details. As a consequence, one cannot tell the difference
between the two scenarios based on the outcomes of un-
biased operations alone. Experimentally, the strength κ
of the entangling gate is controlled by initialising the an-
cilla in the state |κ〉 = 1√
2
(√
1 + κ|0〉+√1− κ|1〉). The
interaction then generates a family of tripartite entangled
states ρabc = |Gκ〉〈Gκ|abc,
|Gκ〉abc = 1⊗1⊗
√
1 + κ1+
√
1− κσx√
2
|GHZ〉abc, (8)
with Pauli matrix σx. The limits are full-strength inter-
action, κ = 1, and no interaction κ = 0, corresponding
to |Φ+〉ab|+〉c = 12 (|00〉+ |11〉)ab(|0〉+ |1〉)c.
As before, the restriction to unbiased preparations im-
plies no-signalling between any of the parties. Hence,
FIG. 3. Spatio-temporal GHZ state. (a) Scheme for
generating a spatio-temporal GHZ state and (b) the recon-
structed density matrix for κ = 1. (c) Violation of the
Svetlichny inequality for a range of κ witnesses genuine tri-
partite entanglement. Error bars for Ssvet represent 3σ-
equivalent statistical confidence regions obtained from 105
MonteCarlo-resampled data points under Poissonian count-
ing statistics; error bars for κ correspond to 3σ confidence in-
tervals estimated from independent classical calibration. The
solid line is the theory prediction for perfect states and mea-
surements. The dashed line is the theory prediction taking
into account imperfections in the state preparation.
any non-fined-tuned classical model for this scenario sat-
isfies realism and no-signalling in space and time, imply-
ing that all spatial inequalities map onto spatio-temporal
inequalities. We now consider the Svetlichny inequality
Ssvet = | 〈A0B0C0〉+ 〈A0B0C1〉+ 〈A0B1C0〉+
〈A1B0C0〉 − 〈A1B1C0〉 − 〈A1B0C1〉−
〈A0B1C1〉 − 〈A1B1C1〉 | ≤ 4. (9)
This inequality is satisfied for all bi-separable correla-
tions and thus a sufficient condition for the presence of
genuine tri-partite entanglement [43, 44], see Appendix
for details. In our spatio-temporal scenario we violate in-
equality (9) up to Ssvet = 5.45+0.04−0.04, demonstrating gen-
uine spatio-temporal tri-partite entanglement, see Fig. 3.
All errors correspond to 3σ-equivalent confidence regions
obtained from 105 (5×103 for tomography) Monte-Carlo
samples based on Poissonian photon counting statistics.
On average we recorded ∼ 3000 coincidence events per
30 second measurement. The deviation from theoreti-
cal predictions in Fig. 3 is due to the limited fidelity
F = 0.964+0.002−0.003 and purity P = 0.942+0.04−0.05 of the pre-
pared GHZ state; it agrees with predictions adjusted for
these imperfections. No-signalling between all parties is
satisfied up to a residual variational distance between
the observed and uncorrelated distributions of at most
0.02+0.03−0.02 for X → B. This value is compatible with a
no-signalling distribution under Poissonian noise and in-
sufficient to explain the observed violation [45].
5Discussion— Having established a unifying frame-
work for spatio-temporal resources for correlations, we
can now address a host of widely unexplored phenomena,
including genuine multi-point temporal correlations or
measurements on quantum networks [21] for distributed
quantum sensing, temporal decoherence, or temporal
steering in quantum communications [46]. Particularly
intriguing is the question, partially addressed in [9, 47],
how quantum (non-)contextuality relates to no-signalling
correlations in space and time. Other directions include
extending resource theories for states to general quan-
tum processes [48]. Finally, this improved understanding
of how general quantum resources in space or time per-
form against their classical counterparts will shed new
light on the classical simulability of (spatio)temporal cor-
relations [8], which is crucial for applications in quantum
communication.
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6Appendix
Classical temporal resources and operations
Here we show that bipartite classical temporal re-
sources that do not allow signalling for any free operation
cannot be used to violate Bell inequalities.
A temporal classical measurement by a party A is de-
fined by the following variables: a setting variable x, an
observed outcome a, a classical input state λAI , and an
output variable λAO. Conditioned on the choice of setting
x, the measurement produces an outcome a and realises
a transformation from the input to the output state. The
whole operation is thus defined by a conditional proba-
bility
PA(a, λ
A
O|x, λAI ),
∑
a λAO
PA(a, λ
A
O|x, λAI ) = 1. (S1)
Just as for quantum states, a classical operation is con-
sidered “free”, from the perspective of a resource theory
for correlations, if it transforms a maximally mixed state
into a maximally mixed state when the outcome is ig-
nored. A classical maximally mixed state is defined as
the uniform probability distribution P (λAI(O)) =
1
dA
I(O)
,
where dAI(O) is the number of input (output) states. The
“no bias” condition for classical operations thus reads
1
dAI
∑
a λAI
PA(a, λ
A
O|x, λAI ) =
1
dAO
. (S2)
The interpretation is that an operation that does not sat-
isfy (S2) requires access to some resource for correlations
to be performed. Thus, in a resource theory for correla-
tions, one would separated such additional resources out
from the free operations.
A classical temporal resource, or classical channel, con-
necting a party A to a party B is described by a condi-
tional probability distribution
PR(λ
B
I |λAO),
∑
λBI
PR(λ
B
I |λAO) = 1, (S3)
where λBI is Bob’s input state and the subscript R stands
for “resource”. By performing free operations on the re-
source, Alice and Bob can extract correlations from it:
P (a, b|x, y)
=
∑
~λ
PB(b|x, λBI )PR(λBI |λAO)PA(a, λAO|x), (S4)
where ~λ denotes the collection of all λ variables in the
expression. Note that, in this scenario, Bob has trivial
output space, so the no bias condition (S2) imposes no
constraint on his operation PB(b|x, λBI ). On the other
hand, Alice has trivial input space, so the no bias condi-
tion reads ∑
a
PA(a, λ
A
O|x) =
1
dAO
. (S5)
We can now prove that the correlations (S4) satisfy the
same factorisation condition as in a local realistic model.
To do so, we introduce the two probability distributions
P¯R(λ
B
I , λ
A
O) : =
1
dAO
PR(λ
B
I |λAO), (S6)
P¯A(a|x, λAO) : = dAOPA(a, λAO|x). (S7)
To verify that these are indeed normalised prob-
ability distributions, note that Eq. (S3) implies∑
~λ P¯R(λ
B
I , λ
A
O) = 1, while the no bias condition (S5)
gives
∑
a P¯A(a|x, λAO) = 1. By multiplying and dividing
the right-hand-side of Eq. (S4) by dAO, we can rewrite the
correlations in the form
P (a, b|x, y)
=
∑
~λ
PB(b|x, λBI )P¯A(a|x, λAO)P¯R(λBI , λAO), (S8)
which manifestly satisfies Bell’s local causality condition,
and thus cannot violate any Bell inequality.
The above result can be directly extended to a hy-
brid spatio-temporal resource with an arbitrary number
of parties where each party has either trivial input or
output space.
Tripartite spatio-temporal correlations
We now consider the tripartite spatio-temporal sce-
nario in Fig. 3 of the main text. Here Alice performs a
first measurement on an initially maximally-mixed qubit,
which then interacts with an ancillary qubit in the state
|κ〉 = 1√
2
(√
1 + κ|0〉+√1− κ|1〉) in a controlled-NOT
gate. After the interaction, Bob and Charlie perform
spatially-separated measurements on the system and an-
cilla, respectively. Denoting the measurement settings
(outcomes) for Alice, Bob and Charlie by x, y, z (a, b, c),
respectively, the conditional probabilities are given by
P (a, b, c|x, y, z) =
tr
[(
MAIAOa|x ⊗MBIBOb|y ⊗MCICOc|z
)
·WAIAOBIBOCICO
]
.
(S9)
As discussed in the main text, the initial maximally
mixed state can be discarded by replacing the first mea-
surement with ρAOa|x := trAI M
AIAO
a|x /2, corresponding to
7the preparation of state
(
ρAOa|x
)T
/ tr ρAOa|x with proba-
bility P (a|x) = tr ρAOa|x . Similarly, the final measure-
ments simply correspond to the POVM elements EBIb|y :=
trBOM
BIBO
b|y /2 for Bob and E
CI
c|z := trCOM
CICO
c|z /2 for
Charlie. The process matrix now takes the form
WAIAOBIBOCICO = χAOBICIκ
= trD[(1
AO ⊗ |κ〉〈κ|DT ⊗ 1BI1CI )Λcnot], (S10)
where the partial trace is over the ancillary qubit (de-
noted D) and the Choi matrix of the CNOT gate, λcnot
is, following Eq. (4) of the main text,
Λcnot = |λcnot〉〈λcnot|, (S11)
|λcnot〉 =
√
2
(|00〉AOBI |Φ+〉DCI + |11〉AOBI |Ψ+〉DCI ) ,
with |Ψ+〉 = (|01〉+ |10〉) /√2. A straightforward cal-
culation shows that χAOBICIκ = 2ρabc = 2|Gk〉〈Gk|abc,
given by Eq. (8) of the main text.
Hence, comparing with the usual Born rule for spa-
tially separated measurements on three qubits in the
state ρabc establishes the equivalence
P˜ (a, b, c|x, y, z) = tr
[(
EAa|x ⊗ EBb|y ⊗ ECc|z
)
· ρabc
]
,
(S12)
where Alice’s state preparation is mapped to the mea-
surement of EAa|x = 2ρ
A
a|x.
As noted in the main text, the restriction to unbiased
preparation implies no signalling between any of the par-
ties. Hence, any faithful (i.e. not fined-tuned) classical
model for this scenario satisfies realism and no-signalling
in space and time, which in turn imply that all spatial
Bell-type inequalities map onto spatio-temporal inequal-
ities.
Specifically, when choosing measurement settings A0 =
B0 = C0 = Xˆ and A1 = B1 = C1 = Yˆ the GHZ-
state |GHZ〉 gives rise to the so-called GHZ-paradox [52],
which refers to a classically impossible assignment of
measurement outcomes
A0B0C0 = 1
A0B1C1 = −1
A1B0C1 = −1
A1B1C0 = −1.
(S13)
Although classically impossible, this assignment can ide-
ally be satisfied by a perfect GHZ state. In practice,
following Mermin [53], the GHZ paradox can be made
experimentally robust, by phrasing it in terms of an in-
equality
Sghz = 〈A0B0C0〉 − 〈A0B1C1〉−
〈A1B0C1〉 − 〈A1B1C0〉 ≤ 2 (S14)
A violation of Eq. (S14) can be used to demonstrate en-
tanglement between A, B, and C. However, it is not suf-
ficient to demonstrate genuine tri-partite entanglement.
In other words, correlations violating Eq. (S14) may orig-
inate from a bipartite entangled state with the third qubit
merely classically correlated to the others. To overcome
this, Svetlichny considered a scenario where two of the
parties have to violate one of two complementary CHSH
inequalities, depending on the third party’s input. This
task can only be accomplished with genuine tri-partite
entanglement and the Svetlichny inequality is thus satis-
fied for any bi-separable state [43, 44]
Ssvet = | 〈A0B0C0〉+ 〈A0B0C1〉+ 〈A0B1C0〉+
〈A1B0C0〉 − 〈A1B1C0〉 − 〈A1B0C1〉−
〈A0B1C1〉 − 〈A1B1C1〉 | ≤ 4. (S15)
Note that the inequality is symmetric under exchange
of parties. It can be violated up to a value of
Ssvet = 4
√
2 using measurements in the xy-plane of
the Bloch sphere. Denoting A0/B0/C0 = cosφa/b/cXˆ +
sinφa/b/cYˆ , A1/B1/C1 = − sinφa/b/cXˆ + cosφa/b/cYˆ
the measurement settings correspond to φa = pi/4,
φb = 0, and φc = pi/2. Note, that the violation of the
Svetlichny inequality is a sufficient, but not necessary
condition for genuine tri-partite entanglement [54].
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